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ABSTRACT

What Do You Think She’s Gonna Do With a Set of Real Claws?: Gender, Race,
and Sexuality in Onscreen Portrayals of Women Werewolves
by
Ashleigh Williams

Advisor: Dr. Sherry L. Deckman, EdD

This thesis analyzes 13 disparate portrayals of werewolfism in film and television as they relate to
uncontrolled and uncontrollable femininity. A necessary component of this project is the visual
assemblage: my findings are displayed in the format of a zine, in an attempt to capture the bright,
furious, aggressive sensory experience of witnessing women becoming werewolves onscreen.
Research questions include: How are conventionally masculine werewolf markers feminized in
werewolf narratives? How are the women in these pieces of media ultimately punished for
embodying creatures that aren’t feminine enough, or are too feminine in exactly the wrong ways?
Many she-wolf centered narratives utilize the coming-of-age storytelling format, featuring young
women experiencing puberty, burgeoning independence, or a quest for liberation from oppressive
pack/family structures. Thus, my research determines that the aesthetic of the she-wolf, the
depiction of her transformation, and the scope of her agency regarding her condition are all
informed by contemporary cultural attitudes towards women and femininity. With a majority of the
featured media taking place in 2000-2018, anxieties mapped onto young women of the early 2000s
include increasing sexual agency, teenage disillusionment, and rejection of conventional American
nuclear family life in favor of professional aspirations. Women of color werewolves are even more
underrepresented within the genre, an unsurprising extension of the overwhelming white femininity
of coming-of-age tales. The Black and Indigenous women werewolves included in this project are
essentially relegated to plot devices, serving as hypersexual henchmen for white leaders, tragic
surprise villains, or jilted ex-lovers. I conclude that, though the handling of women werewolves
varies widely, uniform motifs do emerge: danger and duplicity. She-wolves are rarely allowed to
survive their own narratives, as their existence is so destabilizing to social concepts of race, gender,
and sexuality. And yet, there is a dark, unconventional liberation made possible by their fierce
mangling of feminine constructs in the process.
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What do you think she’s gonna do
with a set of real claws?1
Gender, Race, and Sexuality in Onscreen portrayals of
Women werewolves

Ashleigh Williams1

Feral Femininity
There is a well-researched lineage of femininity as monstrosity onscreen. In
Barbara Creed’s seminal 1993 text The Monstrous-Feminine, Creed challenges
the notion that women in film are seen as threats by virtue of representing
a castrated figure. Instead, she suggests women are seen as threats of castration, of disempowering masculinity and its inherent fragility in the face of
(constant) challenge. As a literal monster, the female werewolf represents a
number of attacks on masculinity, figurative and literal alike. Female werewolves take assumed masculine characteristics and force their re-articulation. Depending on the depiction, that might mean applying seemingly
identical wolf traits to a woman—implying that there is nothing inherently
“masculine” about things like excessive body hair and primal ferocity when
these markers translate just as effectively onto women’s bodies. It can also
mean reshaping the presentation of the werewolf entirely, including coding
them as misunderstood creatures capable of restraint à la Ginger Snap’s dour
younger sister Brigitte, or sanctifying their appearance like Blood & Chocolate’s Vivian, whose reticence over her werewolfism enables her to suppress it
in favor of heteronormative coupling. Divorcing these figures from characteristic maleness requires a reconsideration of the dominant male werewolf
myth, and a deeper analysis of how they might enact, reimagine, or refute
2

conceptions of exploded primal femininity.
With trademarks including sharp teeth, glowing eyes, brute strength, and
rampant body hair, depictions of werwolfism, both historic and contemporary, heavily rely on complex notions of gender (and/or the elastic act of
gendering). My thesis explores 13 onscreen women werewolves, alternatively called “she-wolves” or even “werewomen”—all terms that firmly root the
werewolf as a de facto male creature who needs regendering— in order to
analyze commonalities and disparities in the social perception of permissible
(un)femininity, motherhood, and transgression.2
The exploration of the she-wolf begs a number of questions: How are the
aforementioned, conventionally masculine werewolf markers feminized in
werewolf narratives? How are conventionally denigrated feminine traits
(menstruation/moon cycles, hysteria, jealousy, bad mothering) articulated
through werewolfism? And how are these women ultimately punished for
embodying creatures that aren’t feminine enough, or are too feminine in
exactly the wrong ways?
Additionally, I am seeking to challenge standard academic conventions by
incorporating a visual aspect into my thesis, implementing multimodal essay
composition as described by Esther Ohito in her attempts to disrupt whiteness in the academic space through the pursuit of fugitive literary practice.3
In adapting my analysis to a dynamic, heavily handmade “zine” style, I wish
to reflect the ferocity, explosiveness, and overall messiness that defines the
werewolf experience for so many of these characters. It is also my belief
that the existence (and dissection) of the werewolf is inherently a visual one;
whether it’s onscreen or on the page, so much of the creature’s lore revolves
around exposure and concealment. The arresting image of the notorious
bite, the fissures in one’s human “side” as their animal cracks start to show,
3

the climactic transformations—these sensory components are necessary for
understanding the extant contradictions and endless potentialities posed by
women werewolves.

Figure 1, “Trick r’ Treat” (2017)

In the essay collection She-Wolf: A Cultural History of Female Werewolves, editor Hannah Priest opens her introduction with the statement, “The werewolf is an inherently contradictory creature,” and closes it with a wry revision: “The female werewolf is an inherently contradictory creature.”4 As
Priest and others determine through their analyses of disparate primary
texts, it seems difficult, and perhaps even intellectually futile, to pin down
a singular narrative of women werewolves throughout history. Instead of
relying solely on popular ahistorical notions of supreme human/wolf hybrids that have existed since the dawn of civilization, Priest encourages a
richer reading anchored in sociocultural analysis and contemporary context:
“Though the origins of the werewolf are romantically imagined as belonging to prehistory, the narrative of the werewolf is inextricably bound to historical circumstance, civilisation, and literature.”5
Through this lens, the relative surge of young women werewolves onscreen
4

in the past two decades offers a perfect glimpse of the emerging anxieties
around women of the 2000’s: evolving notions of teenage cynicism, sexuality, and feminism; modern young women as free sexual agents rejecting
traditional pressures of early marriage and homemaking; and, jointly, women
as independent actors in the workforce and specifically as expansive creative
voices in television and film. Also significant is the late twentieth century rise of young adult literature as a marketable genre, and the subsequent
clamor for live-action adaptations. Priest captures the phenomenon thus:
However, the hypersexualised female werewolf, perhaps, finds its most developed expression (thus far) in the
cinema, television and fiction of the late twentieth and early twenty-first centuries, where traditions of animalistic
female nature combine with medieval notions of the perfidous female,Victorian Gothic tropes of the supernatural
seductress, the film noir’s femme fatale and anxieties surrounding ‘sex-positive’ post-feminism.6

The 13 pieces of media that I analyze capture a narrow slice of time, with a
few exceptions; most of the she wolf–centric media that I was able to find,
and which fit my parameters, was created and set between 2000 and 2018.
My criteria, on the other hand, was rather broad: I searched for fairly mainstream, accessible films, in English, that had women werewolves relatively
at the fore of the narrative. This brought the hundreds of werewolf movies
in existence down to an eerily small number of candidates. I also include
one television program, Teen Wolf, despite hesitation to open this analysis to
the very, very wide world of supernatural TV shows. My rationale was twofold. Firstly, the desire to include analysis of Teen Wolf stems from a sort of
academic sentimentality; watching, and re-watching, and re-watching, the
program is what jump-started my nascent interest in this topic. I would be
remiss not to include the media that began this wolfish journey. Additionally, while plenty of other shows do feature women werewolves (True Blood,
Buffy the Vampire Slayer, and both versions of Being Human, to name a few)
Teen Wolf, as evidenced by its name, keeps wolves at the center. It is also one
of the few supernatural programs that features a Black woman werewolf
5
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character, one who is granted the smallest bit of nuance despite only appearing for a single season. Though I attempt to summarize each piece of
media and include relevant details in this text, a table is appended to provide
a working knowledge and digestible scan of these cultural products alongside one another.
Despite this increase in media representation over the past 20 years, the
werewolf remains quite a maligned figure of all the supernatural creatures in
Western cinema. Unlike its monstrous compatriot the vampire, this shapeshifter has been slower to be embraced (or subsequently glamorized) by the
general public. Of the many werewolf films in cinematic history, only a
fraction center female werewolves. And yet, one of the earliest horror films
created is a werewolf film—one that centers she-wolves no less.
The 1913 silent short, The Werewolf, is a dramatic revenge tale centering
women shapeshifters. Sadly, the film has been lost to history in Universal
Studio’s great fire of 1924, but descriptions of its plot remain. Summaries
describe the bitter pain of Kee-On-Ee, a Navajo woman who believes her
pioneer husband abandoned her with their child (in reality, he was killed).
Kee-On-Ee, who is implied by some synopses to be a witch, raises her
daughter Watuma to hate all white men. When colonizers once again invade
their land, Watuma uses a combination of her beauty and her supernatural abilities to exact this long-awaited revenge not once, but multiple times
a century apart, on one man reincarnated over generations.7 The creative
decision to dedicate an early film to women of color, and their grievances
against colonialism, seems an odd one. And yet, the divergence of the film’s
plot from the mechanics of its creation embodies the thematic contradictions of the she-wolf as concept: a Canadian interpretation of a Native
American legend that adheres to these principles through cosmetics only.
Claiming its locale as a Navajo reservation in New Mexico, there is no evi7

dence that the film was shot anywhere other than Canada and California.
The foundational lore is also suspect; it’s been suggested that the Navajo
legend was in fact a device to obscure potential copyright issues with the
film’s more likely inspiration, Honoré Beaugrand’s 1898 short story “The
Werewolves.”8 And, of course, all of the film’s central roles appear to have
been played by white actors.9 Even in the earliest days of horror cinema,
in a film lost to time, werewolves were being used as a vehicle to examine
female rage and grief, while upholding white supremacist ideals of cultural
appropriation and exoticization.

8

Untenable
Transformation
A key element of werewolf narratives is the “transformation” scene—the
(oft long-awaited) reveal of the female protagonist embodying her full
werewolf form. The execution of this scene can also serve as the film’s conception of its own character and her journey. Ginger Snaps, for instance, sees
Ginger inching steadily towards werewolfism after the night she’s bitten,
battling her increasing body hair, sharpening nails, sexual impulsivity, and
ever-increasing bloodthirst in tandem with menstruation. A form-fitting
outfit (complete with animal skull pendant sitting in her bosom) and barely
contained smirk complete the look. In her penultimate stage to full-beast,
Ginger has large canines, a wolfishly prominent brow ridge, and foggy white
hair has eclipsed her ginger tresses. Despite, or perhaps alongside, these
markers of animality, Ginger remains unequivocally sexy to her peers; she
is ‘all grown up’ in a monstrous makeover reminiscent of the characteristic
‘loser girl makeover’ of 90’s teen films.
But Ginger’s brimming sexuality is untenable. As Creed says in her She-Wolf
contribution,“Ginger Snaps: the monstrous feminine as femme animale”:
“Ginger as female werewolf tears at the fragile suburban surfaces, exposing
its abject depths, bringing that which should have remained hidden
9

Figure 2, “Ginger Snaps” (2000)

into the light.”10 She occupies a conventionally desirable space for a brief
time, yielding double-takes from boys in the hallway and getting high with
them in the local drug dealer Sam’s van after school. Moments of shift and
discovery, whether it’s growing a tail or having sex for the first time, take
place in classic suburban locales like school, the football field, the girls’ bathroom, and a parked car in an empty lot. But the same traits that construct
Ginger’s allure rapidly overwhelm her physical form, leading to the girl’s
painful shifting scene complete with screaming, vomiting blood, and cracking bones as she writhes in agony in the back of Sam’s van. Ironically, by
the time her sister Brigitte and Sam get her back to the family home, the
human Ginger is long gone. She is replaced by a ferocious white beast, who
through its ferality is nevertheless temporarily able to recognize its sister’s
loyalty—a prior scene shows Brigitte infecting herself with Ginger’s contaminated blood, in a bid to both save Sam’s life and demonstrate her dedication to her only sister by becoming a wolf herself. But Brigitte cannot
abide by the revolting initiation act of lapping up blood, and the werewolf
that used to be her sister punishes this act of disobedience by brutally kill10

11

ing Sam. The choice to make Ginger a white wolf can be seen as a compelling juxtaposition. The film is saturated with the deep crimson of the
blood she’s spilled, and of her hair. In contrast, her white wolf elicits some
iconography of purity, even as its hulking form bares drooling fangs. It contributes to the rhetorical, potentially satirical commentary of feral juvenile
purity and Ginger’s evaporating innocence.
The figure of the lily white she-wolf appears in another film, bearing a
similar meaning but a very different purpose. Reluctant werewolf Vivian
Gandillon (whose last name is an oblique reference to the 1598 case where
young French woman, Perenette Gandillon, believed to be a werewolf, was
murdered by townspeople for fatally attacking two children in the forest),
transforms only once in Blood & Chocolate to save human boyfriend Aiden from the rest of her bloodthirsty pack.11 Accompanied by angelic music
amidst a heart-pounding hunt,Vivian is shown gracefully spinning in midair, landing as a pure white, realistic wolf just in time to protect an injured
Aiden. She attacks Gabriel, the werewolf to whom she was promised as a
mate, in defense of her forbidden suitor. In a fit of terror, Aiden actually injures Vivian with silver, believing her to be another attacker and unaware of
her identity. In this film, saintly, demure Vivian is granted mutable humanity;
she is shown in the dawning light back in her naked human body, weakly
cradling her wound.
Many she-wolves are not so fortunate; once they embody the monster, they
remain so permanently, until death comes to cure the untamed feminine
while reminding the viewer of the beast’s mortal origins. In a course-correction back to standard gender roles of protector and protected, Aiden is
later shown robbing a doctor at gunpoint for the antidote to Vivian’s injury.
At the climactic “choice” scene (another film convention wherein werewolves must choose between their natural, monstrous life or a “normal” hu12
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man one),Vivian chooses human, rebuking pack life and tradition in favor of a nomadic relationship with Aiden.Vivian is granted her humanity
because she chooses it again and again, proving herself ‘worthy’ of a heteronormative romantic partnership by refusing to assimilate into the pack
mentality that necessitates multiple mates and even implies incest (Vivian’s
cousin behaves lecherously towards her throughout the film, and makes
multiple comments indicating sexual interest). In this story, femininity is
shown to outlast unseemly aggression and bloodthirst; after a temporary
lapse, it is reabsorbed into a typical YA resolution where the boy and girl
drive off together into the unknown.
In these films, the figurative weight of the white wolf showcases two distinct attitudes towards nascent sexuality, feminine power, and pack loyalty.
While angelic Vivian uses her graceful wolf powers only once to save her

Figures 3 & 4, “Ginger Snaps” (2010) & “Blood & Chocolate” (2007)
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heteronormative future, Ginger eventually spurns civility to embrace her
wolfhood entirely, and is ultimately killed for it.
However, Ginger’s ill-fated humanity is preserved in Brigitte’s immense
grief. The Fitzgerald sisters’ bond is showcased as a macabre yet pure love,
with Brigitte sobbing over Ginger’s dying wolf form after stabbing her in
the chest. In their bedroom, Brigitte rests on the beast’s chest as its breaths
fade, while the camera pans to show photos and relics of their shared life
together.

15
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Love & Loyalty
Questions of loyalty are integral to female werewolf narratives, which is unsurprising given the pervasive narrative technique of situating female characters and their self-worth in contexts of desire, romantic love, family, and
belonging. Not even werewolf women can escape the pressure to have families, to serve their families, or to find a (pack-approved) mate. Ginger is unable to reciprocate the sibling loyalty Brigitte demonstrates as her humanity
is subsumed by her primal nature.Vivian spurns her unnaturally rigid pack
to pledge loyalty to hetero humanity. Cursed’s Ellie seems to avoid the trappings of such an ultimatum for the majority of the film, until the catalyst
of her werewolfism is revealed to be her boyfriend Jake, with his trail of
ex-lovers and commitment issues. Ever dedicated to her teen brother Jimmy,
Ellie is initially disbelieving of his claim that what they experienced in the
woods after a car accident was a werewolf attack, and that they too are infected. Left alone after the death of their parents, 24-year-old Ellie serves as
a surrogate mother to Jimmy (an intriguing dynamic replicated in the cop
and teenage brother who form Anna’s temporary pack in the film Wildling).
Human Jimmy has an amicable relationship with his sister’s boyfriend; nascent werewolf Jimmy, on the other hand, poses a threat to Jake’s visions of
living in a distorted version of traditional monogamy, as an alpha male with
17

Ellie by his side. From the beginning, Ellie is overtly skeptical of her growing supernatural gifts; never once is she shown relinquishing resistance and
succumbing to her wolfish desires. Though she is drawing more attention
from others and finds the scent of blood intoxicating, Ellie is constantly
keeping herself in check; Cursed is notable among this collection of films
in that it’s the only one wherein the protagonists, ostensibly sibling werewolves, are never actually shown as werewolves. It is certainly not for mod-

Figure 5, “Cursed” (2005)

esty or lack of gore, as viewers are shown later. Perhaps their lack of visual
shift is a tool to maintain narrative sympathy with Ellie and Jimmy; despite
navigating some wolfish traits, the pair never veer too far off the mortal
path.
Fortunately, the audience is granted a deliciously villainous female werewolf in Joanie, a hitherto pushy publicist portrayed with campy horror
excellence by comedic actress Judy Greer. While there are multiple werewolves revealed throughout, Joanie is the self-avowed murderer responsible for the rash of recent deaths; all women that Jake used to date, among
which Joanie counts herself. She is a creature with intentions as unseemly
18

as her origins; after ‘catching’ werewolfism from a one-night stand with Jake
(“I guess there’s no such thing as safe sex with a werewolf ”), the publicist
has become obsessed and is killing all of his partners in a jealous rage. Full
of punchy one-liners, Joanie declares that she never considered Ellie a threat
(Ellie’s reliability and timidity is a recurring theme as she is consistently underestimated and taken advantage of by others). “Why do men always go for
the tortured ones?” Joanie ruminates, as she stalks towards Ellie with barely
constrained fury. Though we never see our heroes as werewolves, there is
a long scene of Joanie’s transformation into a hairy canine/human hybrid.
The scene is decidedly grotesque; Joanie begins ripping clumps of her hair
out as her nails grow and beastly muscles bulge while she bellows to Ellie in
an ever-deepening voice, “Bitch!” Compared to Vivan’s computer-generated

Figure 6, “Cursed” (2005)

wolf shape or even Clarisa’s form-fitting fursuit in the 1965 Mexican film
La Loba, there is nothing sinewy or elegant about Joanie’s final form. No
traces of Joanie’s conventional feminine markers remain when her transformation is complete: her heels are gone, her voluminous purple evening
dress is shredded, and her blonde locks are in piles on the floor.

19

In every way, wild Joanie is docile Ellie’s foil; where Ellie has sought to control her urges, Joanie relishes her supernatural abilities and levies them at
anyone who stands in her way. She was infected through sexual intercourse,
a cardinal sin in horror cinema, while Ellie was infected attempting to rescue the werewolf ’s victim. Joanie represents what could happen to Ellie if
she just “gave in;” she wants nothing more than Jake’s promises of a primal
bond which Ellie vehemently rejects. Ellie is rarely shown transgressing;
she drinks, but not too much. She doesn’t engage in any sexual activity in
the film and appears to be the perfect, if somewhat maligned, partner to a
boyfriend who takes advantage of her gentle support. She brushes off the
increased male attention she receives—a result of what Jimmy ascribes to
werewolfish “increased sexual allure”—with consternation, and rebuffs sexual advances from a slimy Scott Baio (making a cameo as himself). Her most
overt transgression occurs at work, when she is tending to television host
Craig Kilborne before he goes onstage. He cuts his finger, and as he calls
anxiously for a bandage, Ellie takes it upon herself to insert the bloody digit
into her mouth. It’s a shocking sexualized moment, but clearly holds titillation only for Kilborne; Ellie immediately flees in shame, and what follows is
the biggest werewolf shift we witness in her character. Her distorted countenance is revealed to the viewer in a close-up as she screams “go away!”
at a curious coworker—a vein-ridden, protruding brow bone frames eerily luminescent amber eyes. But Ellie is able to control herself, to succeed
and reclaim her “girl next door” purity by killing both Joanie and Jake (the
originator of everyone’s werewolf curse), thereby eliminating both threats to
her acceptable, humane femininity.
The trajectory of Anna Paquin as werewolf Laurie in the Halloween horror film Trick ‘r Treat is a playfully satisfying distortion of the purity premise.
Donning a Little Red Riding Hood costume, Laurie is immediately thrust
into a raunchy group discourse about picking up guys for their late-night
20

Halloween party. She is teased by her sister and friends for not having
“found a guy” yet, and for being a virgin. Insisting she has to be more assertive, they flirt overtly with male passers-by as a means of guidance and
a display of their prowess. Laurie quietly absorbs their jibes, claiming that
she’s waited so long because she wants her first time to be special—much
to her sister’s chagrin. When the rest of her group speeds off in a van filled
with eligible men and alcohol, Laurie stays behind, choosing to stroll down
the Halloween festivities on main street searching for connection. The following montage plays up Laurie’s innocence as it contends with her blossoming desire. The camera lingers on her singular, red-hooded figure shyly
taking up solitary space along the promenade. She tries to catch the eye of
one man, only for his girlfriend to walk into frame. In a shot that toys with
sexuality and gender expectations (or just plays off a cheap gag), Laurie approvingly scans the body of another eligible suitor—only for the figure to
reveal themselves as a muscular woman. Laurie’s reunion with her friends is
a fraught one; in the scene prior, she is attacked in the dark woods by Steven, a serial killer dressed as a vampire. She is shown as another tragic female victim of murderous male desire.
However, expectations are upended when a body falls into frame at the
young women’s long-awaited bonfire. Instead of Laurie, it is the faux vampire, wounded and stunned. Laurie strolls confidently into the woods behind him, proclaiming that she has found her “first.” The mood of the party
shifts suddenly as the women begin dancing round the fire, ripping off their
clothes and eventually shedding their skin to reveal rippling werewolf bodies, snouts, and needle-sharp fangs. Anya Stanley contends in her review of
the film that “[i]t may be monstrous to those watching, but Laurie, Danielle,
and the other women at the bonfire feel no shame, no guilt, and no coerced
fear about consuming men, both sexually and physically.”12 Peter Hutchings
notes that the pleasure is not due to consumption alone; there is a
21

unique, shared joy in the unrestrained process of shifting itself: “The scene’s
emphasis throughout is on transformation as pleasurable rather than painful...there is no sense here of an unwilling subjection to biological process,
and no sense either of lycanthropy as a curse.”13 As the she-wolves contin-

Figure 7, “Trick ‘r Treat” (2017)

ue to howl and celebrate their bloodlust, Laurie occupies the foreground,
crawling languidly up Steven’s petrified body and murmuring phrases like,
“It’s my first time, so bear with me.” The maintenance of this virginal pretense, paired with Laurie’s contorting appearance, ramps up a cognitive
dissonance that shapes an extremely bloody, and deeply fulfilling unconventional conclusion to this edition of Little Red Riding Hood and the
Big Bad Wolf. As Stanley notes, “The parallel between [Laurie’s] freeing
transformation and her shame-free sexual awakening make for a powerful
evolution in she-wolf cinema.”14 Laurie’s nascent werewolfism is articulated exclusively through the metaphor of a woman ‘losing’ something precious—her virginity—only to end in a power reversal and a fantastic feast.

22
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Women of Color
Werewolves
Up to this point, the female werewolf films discussed have centered primarily on the “becoming,” a narrative device that Priest asserts is characteristic
of young adult stories.15 Focusing on the unexpected and uncontrollable
changes of werewolfism is a useful rhetorical framework for the turbulence
of female adolescence. It is not a coincidence that all of these protagonists
have been white. The exploration of the journey from girlhood to womanhood in Western film, realistic and paranormal interpretations alike, has been
overwhelmingly a white one. Zoé Samudzi deftly explores this white girlhood and its tether to racilialized suburbia in “What White Girl Comingof-Age Movies Don’t Do For a Black Girl”:
I watched these coming-of-age stories because I similarly yearned for my own escape from the stifling whiteness
of suburbia. But because I was Black, none of these stories were really for me ... If I found myself in those films
at all, I got to see myself as a filler or stock character or foil to the protagonist ... It was almost as if the characters
were created to prepare me for a life of subordination to the narratives and life stories and yearnings and desires
and humanities of white women. 16

White femininity is imbued with a presupposed innocence that women of
color, and specifically Black women, are rarely granted at any point in their
lives. Though the realms of sci-fi and fantasy have the potential to flip these
oppressive social scripts, they often don’t, and in fact frequently reify these
power relations through their inability to dismantle them (it is worth
24

noting that many marginalized creators do address this issue, and that this
is more characteristic of dominant, canonized sci-fi/fantasy narratives). The
women of color werewolves explored onscreen are rarely the main character; often, they show up as the surprise villain (The Beast Must Die), the
spurned lover (Twilight), or the unhinged evil (Howling II and Teen Wolf).

Figure 8, “The Beast Must Die” (1974)

Their stories are not ones of turning, or becoming, or grappling; their stories are ones of submerging pain in the name of love or duty, and dying for
it regardless.
Of these examples, few of the characters are given a backstory of their
werewolfism. In The Beast Must Die, an entry notable for featuring an opulent Black couple as its protagonists, it is revealed that Caroline Newcliffe,
wife of maniacal hunter Tom, was infected while comforting her wounded
dog as it died from a werewolf attack. This explanation happens at the end
of the film, immediately after Caroline’s first and only transformation. No
one can believe exasperated, peacekeeping Caroline, ever the appropriate
host despite her husband’s increasingly absurd “ werewolf tests” (at one
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point, Tom forces the guests to pass a silver candelabra around the dinner
table), is the one who sprouts dark hair upon resting a silver bullet on her
tongue. In this classic murder mystery with a twist, everyone is portrayed as
a suspect; but compared to the others’ fraught glances over their shoulders,
Caroline’s quiet unease is justified as she watches the fault lines of her rocky
marriage to a greedy, apathetic man throw themselves into sharp relief.
Aside from Davina, the white woman of the group who is constantly portrayed as emotionally fragile and in need of male protection, Caroline is the
next least likely suspect with her elegant overwhelm stealing every scene
she’s in. Most of her outfits are all-white (notably, in her transition scene,
Caroline is wearing black with a gold choker necklace), sending a subliminal message of innocence and cleanliness. In “Cinema’s Black Women Werewolves,” Ashlee Blackwell describes the complexity Caroline brings to the
plot, and to Tom as the singular driving force behind the werewolf discovery:
What Caroline does do in the film is critical to Tom’s arc in humanizing the wolf. His other white (and male with
the exception for one) guests give Tom room to separate emotion and empathy from his quest. When it is revealed
that Caroline has been infected and transforms, his pursuit unravels and his meticulous sense of control is lost. It is
safe to imagine that through a Black female body, a werewolf transition adds to the canon of its dual animal-like/
humanity split and complicates our view of Black female identity. If only briefly. 17

Here then, Caroline’s werewolfism can be considered a tool to complicate
Black womanhood, Tom’s prior notions of beastliness, and what it means to
take a life. Hutchings touches briefly on this complication in his essay, noting the distinct configuration of the film’s eponymous “beast” actually take
many forms: “The multiple werewolves of The Beast Must Die involve combinations of gender and race distinctions—a black male werewolf, a white
male werewolf, and a black female werewolf—that undermine any sense of
the female werewolf as an entirely self-contained category of monster.”18
Though Tom does kill Caroline, he is adrift afterward. The final shock—
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Caroline was not the original werewolf, and no one is safe—leads to Tom
himself being infected, resulting in a somber final wide shot of the mansion as a lone gunshot rings out. Tom ends his life before he can turn, but
it is evident that his life was over the moment he killed his wife. Caroline’s
death becomes one tragic device of many in a dark, twisty film wherein no
one lives even if they do not die.
Leah Clearwater from the Twilight films has a similarly grim evolution. A
member of the Quileute tribe and the only female werewolf of the pack,
she is best known for being the bitter former lover of the pack’s leader, Sam.
Leah was cast aside when her cousin Emily appeared and Sam imprinted
on her, a process of establishing a soulmate bond over which neither party
has any control. It is implied that Leah never recovered from this heartbreak,
and becoming a werewolf (another involuntary process) compounded that
trauma, as pack mates in this universe telepathically share thoughts and
emotions. Not only has her life trajectory been derailed by unstoppable,
“natural” forces, her pain is quite literally not her own. This fraught history
informs how Leah engages with the pack; she is often forlorn, and is shown
in Twilight: Eclipse brooding over her singledom as other young werewolves
start coupling up and imprinting. Her most notable traits—being heartbroken and a werewolf—are the results of events that happened to her, highlighting a passivity that Leah is constantly railing against while receiving no
guidance or sympathy from her entirely male pack. After Bella’s unpleasant
introductory exchange with Leah, Jacob says he wishes Leah would stay
home instead of her younger brother, so that the pack could avoid the “Leah-Sam-Emily pain fest.”
Somehow, the responsibility for this awkward scenario and for alleviating
the subsequent tension (by relegating herself to the home, a feminized domestic space) falls squarely to Leah. She is expected to accept what cannot
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change and to suppress her emotions for the sake of the pack, a narrative
all too familiar for women of color experiencing very real, un-fantastical
injustice. In this equation, Leah is not considered the victim; whatever pain
she feels is unseemly for the rest of the group, who consider it a burden that
they cannot and should not hold. Though Priest asserts that “...female sacrifice...is a narrative motif that runs throughout the entire Twilight series,” I
argue that the inability to see Leah as a victim, the insistence on reading her
pain as unwarranted difficulty or anger, and the placement of accountability
and reparation on her shoulders is specifically aligned with common social
responses to women of color and their trauma.19
Another element of Leah’s werewolfism that plays heavily into her story arc
is her infertility, yet another involuntary byproduct of the werewolf condition. In contrast to the metaphorical application of werewolfism as menses,
Leah stops menstruating upon becoming a werewolf. In the book Breaking
Dawn, she alternately refers to herself as “menopausal,” and a “genetic dead
end.”20 Her inability to bear children becomes another marker of the normative family life that she’s been denied—the roles of partner and mother
elude her. She is thus relegated to the role of nagging contrarian, yet another woman posed as a jealous foil to Bella’s exaggerated modesty and humility.
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Figure 9, “Twilight: Eclipse” (2010)

On the other hand, the film Wildling stands apart for its address of she-wolf
motherhood and futurity. Notably, Anna is one of the few wolfish figures
who is hunted and able to not only survive, but to reproduce, creating her
own pack when she does not find one. Her child is almost taken from her
in utero by the very man she grew up calling “Daddy,” a hunter who specializes in taking wildling babies and killing their mothers. Though the term
‘werewolf ’ is never used to describe Anna, her experience heavily parallels
adolescent werewolf narratives. She starts growing an alarming amount of
body hair, leading to a gently intimate scene of temporary guardian Ellen
shaving Anna’s legs. She proves herself unnaturally strong while defending Ellen’s teenage brother Ray from some bullies, and she eats stunning
amounts of red meat with alarming vigor. As Anna feels her human self
slipping away and her wildling self emerging, she flees to the woods, escaping the townsmen’s hunting party with Ray’s aid. That night, the two teens
consummate an impossible relationship—the child is his, but is later shown
completely covered in fur, implying that wildling genes are dominant and/
or matrilineal. While Anna’s tale offers a slightly more hopeful future for the
she-wolf, elements of her final form feel troubling. As Anna takes to her
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new home in the woods, she smears mud all over her face, ostensibly a symbolic gesture of camouflage and foreshadowing but one that is uncomfortably reminiscent of blackface. The final scene sees Anna fully transformed
holding her healthy wildling child; where she was once the epitome of a
fair-skinned brunette, her skin is now black, and her darker hair is inexplicably textured. Though Anna is a young white woman, her racialized
transformation warrants concerned consideration; her process of dehumanization seems to render her a woman werewolf of color through the channeling of stereotypes commonly attributed to Black women. Alongside the
film’s purported choice to refigure werewolf elements into a new mythical
creature, it is worth considering insight like Jessica Wagar’s in her Bleeding
Cool review:
At the age of 16, [Anna] is portrayed as hyper-sexual and fecund—becoming instantly pregnant and almost
equally quickly full-term. She is also portrayed as violent, unable to deal with modern society without killing.
This reminded me greatly of black stereotypes seen in film since Birth of a Nation (1915), which portrayed African
Americans as violent, lustful, uncivilized, and uncontrollable, and had them portrayed by white actors in blackface.
I don’t know if these similarities are intentional; but I believe that they are worth reflecting on. Who we portray as
monsters and how we portray them in popular culture is definitely something to take into consideration.21

Mariana from The Howling II and Kali from MTV’s television series Teen
Wolf share similarities in their insatiable bloodthirst, their physical prowess,
and their social role as second to a demonic white werewolf. In the highly
sexed, raunchy B-movie (and that’s being generous) The Howling II, Mariana
is described repeatedly as the most lethal enemy, despite white woman Stirba being the leader of all werewolves. Christopher Lee’s Stefan says Mariana
is “one of the most vicious and one of the most dangerous kind, because
she is immune” to the silver bullets that kill most werewolves; she can only
be defeated with titanium. We are never told how Mariana came to be, as a
person or a (super)werewolf; what is emphasized is her lethality and utility
in finding Stirba’s hideout in “the dark country,” later revealed to be Romania. Mariana lives up to her reputation, strutting into every scene with
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sinfully tight black-and-red outfits, her natural hair billowing and framing
loud red lips that cement her boldness amongst the ambling whiteness of
southeastern Europe. Her introductory scene sees Mariana using her sexual
wiles to lure some prey: randy concertgoers who think they’re following a
beautiful woman home for sex. The men think that they’ve pulled the wool
over her eyes, even calling her “fresh meat” as she skillfully plays their own
hot-blooded delusions of dominance against them. They are too satisfied
with themselves to notice that Mariana’s ‘home’ is actually an abandoned
building, ripe with hungry beasts. As her pack attacks, Mariana listens in silence to the ensuing chaos, blood dripping down her half-shifted face from
the hand she bit off moments ago.
Similarly, Teen Wolf’s Kali is part of the ‘Augmented Alpha Wolves,’ an extremely rare and uncommonly ruthless pack comprised of powerful Alphas

Figure 10, “The Howling II:Your Sister is a Werewolf ” (1984)

who have killed their former pack members and stolen their power. Like
Mariana, Kali is a second to a demonic, power-hungry white leader; this
time, an older blind man named Deucalion who calls himself The Demon
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Wolf. Again, like Mariana, Kali is introduced through deception and the
danger she poses to men, disguising herself as a nurse at Beacon Hills Hospital to recapture a young male werewolf who escaped her clutches. She
gives herself away intentionally by wearing no shoes and revealing the
large black claws on her feet, a trademark that belies her preternatural leg
strength and gymnastic fighting style. Though sex operates differently in this
teen drama, the she-wolf ’s erotic bloodthirst rings the same. In one particularly brutal scene, Kali is battling ‘good’ wolf and fellow alpha Derek Hale,
eventually impaling him on an enormous pipe in his own home. Even Kali’s name likely refers to the Hindu goddess of death, violence, and sexuality.
More directly, in Sanskrit, the name can mean “the black one,” “she who is
black,” or “she who is Death,” raising some uneasy questions about Kali being the only werewolf in the series to be played by a Black actress.22
Back in the dark country, when Mariana is finally united with Stirba, Stirba’s first reaction is to caress her hair and body (a jarring scene considering
her earlier referral to Mariana as a “daughter”). It is revealed that Stirba sees
great promise in Mariana—as a fertile body to continue the bloodline. “She

Figure 11, “Teen Wolf ” (2011)
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is a huntress, she will bear us many fierce daughters and sons,” Stirba coos
before initiating a preposterously long sex scene along with male werewolf
Vlad that showcases the true driving interest of the film. In this portrayal, she-wolfism seems innately queer-coded; Stirba is stirred by Mariana’s
beauty and power, and spends most of the scene in the center receiving
pleasure from Vlad and Mariana on either side. Without imbuing this scene
with too much unwarranted progressivism, this is a departure from the typical threesome setup of a man being framed by two women, a ‘safe’ configuration that would center the male viewer and project their pleasure as
priority. And though it is not as explicit, Kali has a heavily queer-coded
connection with Julia Bacarri, a former Druid member of her pack that she
is forced by Deucalion to kill. Overcome with emotion, Kali leaves Julia to
die peacefully out of mercy, not realizing that the Emissary survived. When
the two reach their climactic reunion, their intimate relationship is explored
via flashback; it is revealed the Julia’s botched murder is the only time Kali
has hesitated and expressed emotion over a kill. In true tragic form, Julia
murders Kali in a shower of glass. Only the former somewhat-lover can
overcome the Demon Wolf ’s indestructible second in command.
The disparate journeys, portrayals, and handlings of these women werewolves proves that Priest’s assertion is correct; the female werewolf is an
inherently contradictory creature, one whose inconsistencies reflect the ever-shifting cultural attitudes at the time of their creation. But two common
motifs do emerge from these narratives: those of danger and deception. She
is the threat of feminine destruction simmering just beneath the surface,
duplicitous in her ability to conceal it, even if only temporarily. Regardless
of the outcome, the she-wolf is a danger; sometimes to her lovers, sometimes to herself, but always to the world.
And yet, traversing this work opened my eyes to a number of surprising
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discoveries; namely, the abundance of play, delight, and freedom that is also
possible in the tale of the woman werewolf. Challenging myself to engage
with a research project in this way was fun; allowing myself space to play
with imagery felt like a natural extension of the visual power of this genre.
As it turns out, danger and deception can be liberating, too. Ginger doesn’t
live past turbulent puberty, but her meteoric rise to wolfhood is mesmerizing and full of revenge; the same could be said of Laurie, and Joanie, Mariana, and others. Most of these women are not permitted to thrive as complex (in)human beings, but their existence disrupts, distorts, and dismantles
feminine conventions in the meantime. Though many, if not most, of the
media I explored held a tragic end for our she-wolves, there is a dark sort of
catharsis in watching a dissastified woman shed her human skin, in favor of
ripping cultural confines apart with raw, bloody fangs.
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Table 1
Summary of Relevant Werewolf Media
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Title

Director

Type Year

Summary/Relevance

Blood and
Chocolate

Katja
von
Garnier

Film

2007 An adaptation of the homonymous novel, wherein a
young woman werewolf (Vivian) battles her lineage,
and her duty, for the promising love of Aidan, a
human man.

Cursed

Wes
Craven

Film

2005 Craven’s classic, self-aware teen slasher tropes
are applied to the story of siblings Ellie and Jimmy,
who are bitten one night and must deal with the
consequences of nascent werewolfhood.

Ginger
Snaps

John
Fawcett

Film

2000 Ginger, a morose Canadian teen obsessed with
death and anti-popularity, experiences two
transformations—puberty and lycanthropy—while
her younger sister tries her best to intervene.

Ginger
Snaps 2:
Unleashed

Breet
Sullivan

Film

2004 Ginger’s younger sister Brigitte, now also a
werewolf who uses drugs to control her shifting,
struggles to find freedom and acceptance when
she is forcibly institutionalized at a corrupt rehab
center..

Ginger
Snaps Back:
The
Beginning

Grant
Harvey

Film

2004 A series prequel set in early 19th century Canada,
where the ill-fated sisters’ ancestors are terrorized
by both white male pioneers, and werewolves.

La Loba

Rafael
Baledón

Film

1965 A Mexican horror film wherein rich, young heiress
Clarisa is secretly a werewolf who terrorizes the
town at night. She falls for the doctor who’s come
to end her curse, but a surprise twist leads to a
tragic love story between two monsters.

The Beast
Must Die

Paul
Annett

Film

1974 Based on James Blish’s short story, “There Shall
Be No Darkness,” a trip to a countryside manor
becomes a gruesome horror scene/interactive
mystery. A monstrous werewolf is attacking the
party guests, and viewers are invited to guess
along with maniacal host Tom which one is hiding
their beastly identity.

APPENDIX
Table 1 Cont.

The Howling
II: Your
Sister is a
Werewolf

Philippe
Mora

Film

1974

A splashy, campy horror wherein a
grief-stricken brother seeks to avenge
his sister’s death by defeating the lustridden werewolves who turned her,
with the help of a mysterious
supernatural expert.

The
Werewolf

Henry
MacRae

Short
Film

1913

A Navajo woman seeks revenge, and
trains her shapeshifter daughter to
carry it out, over generations, on the
white men who invade their
reservation.

Teen Wolf

Jeff Davis
(creator)

TV

20011-2017
(only season
3A
referenced)

An uncool teen is bitten by a
mysterious creature, and must
navigate the typical challenges of high
school while stepping into his new
destiny as an alpha werewolf. Season
3A features a notorious all-alpha pack,
including the ruthless, terrifying shewolf Kali.

Trick R’
Treat

Michael
Dougherty

Film

2007

An anthology horror comedy following
four overlapping stories of Halloween
night. One thread follows Laurie, a
reticent partygoer dressed a Little Red
Riding Hood who is tagging along with
her gregarious friends to a promising
late-night event.

Twilight:
Eclipse

David
Slade

Film

2010

The third film in the “Twilight” series,
wherein lovelorn teen Bella gets closer
to the other prong of her love triangle:
Jacob, a young werewolf and the
enemy of her beloved vampire Edward.

Wildling

Friedrich
Böhm

Film

2018

A strange teen girl named Anna is
rescued from a life of captivity in the
woods, and quickly begins displaying
supernatural symptoms as she
navigates the choppy waters of
standard teen life with a newfound
family.
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